
PORTABLE

+ No surprise shocks! + Super Light
Confort et pratique

+ Action Range
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ELEMENT VIBRANT

FLEXIBLE TRANSMISSIONS 

High quality, reinforced transmission.

The exterior of the transmission is reinforced with
a flexible metal strap

VIB-BAR E-BATT 5 max. 800 elec. sans charbon ion-Li 58V

( Cw  )

38 2,3 12.000 25370BPA 38

TPB 0,35 0,5 2

MODEL AUTONOMY WEIGHT TIME TO
CHARGE

PORTABLE BATTERY

BAG 58V 18’2Ah

1h1,7kgUntil 1 hour.

Until 4,5hours 4,5h6kg
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BATTERY

Added safety for the user and work
colleagues

Thanks to its petrol motor, no plugs or electric
cables are used on this product. This means no
tripping over lose cables, no exposed damaged or
exposed wires and no risk of electric shock

As well as being light thanks to its simple
design, the Vib-Bar is also very compact
while in use and even more so when
disassembled to be stored away. Another
reason why the product provides the user
with exceptional movement across the
jobsite

No need to fight for a plug socket!

Thanks to its light and compact design
as well as running on petrol, this product
provides independence to the user. No need
to work within the area permitted by the
length of the electric cable, no need to pay
extra attention to cables knotting or tripping
people up and no need to share due to the
limited plug sockets. Start up the motor and
walk wherever the job requires to be

TECHNICAL DATAThe ENAR portable VIB-BAR E-BATT is simple and efficient 
vibrator. It’s an engine  electric at the end of which is mounted 
a transmission mechanism (an aluminum bar and a flexible) and 
a vibrating element. The vibration is activated via a trigger 
located on the aluminum bar. For ease of use, the hose and the 
vibrating element are easily removable.
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